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1.

2.

3.

The system architecture model allows the  
separation of the responsibilities of every profile of 
the business area, as well as the integration of new 
modules/features that the customer can order.

AURORA SIGER  is a complete solution of
waste management adapted to the area of the 
environment, applicable to transfer stations, 
recycling centres  and collection centres.

MODULES 

Administration 

Exploration 

Security 

Synchronization 

Cards Contracts Monitoring 

General data 

Integration 

Entities 

Documents 

BACK OFFICE |  
The Back Office is a central  
system, normally installed  
at the headquarters, which  
allows the centralized  
manage of all information.

FRONT OFFICE |  
Works in mode of Store and  
Forward, i.e., the data is always 
stored locally, not depending 
on how permanent is the  
communication with central.

REPORTING   |  
The communication is assured by 
an automatic integration system 
in the two ways,  
as user-defined time interval. 
The Reporting module permits do 
the analysis of all the information 
in a centralized way and updated.

1. 2. 3. 

∙ How many resources are spent by your company to produce  
   information SIRAPA?
∙ Without requiring a permanent link connected to headquarters    
  Siger can ensure  the operation of all affiliates 24/7! 
∙ Do you pretend to ensure that your products are according to       
  the LER agreement? 
∙ Maintaining a decentralized operation and ensure the reliability  
  and consistency of information is a concern?
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BENEFITS 

FORMULARIES AND LISTS
Forms and lists totally configurable, allowing change the placement of fields, filters and groupings,  

as well their impression or exportation for the most popular formats (excel, pdf, etc).

MONITORING MODULE 
Manage of characterization plans by circuits for classification of waste. 

Record readings for monitoring activities.  
Static reports for monitoring and characterization for control of parameters.

CONTRACT MODULES 
Control of load permits/ unloading by means of creating contracts.

Permits licences control of encoding LER by client.

CARDS MODULE
Definition of cards identifying the client, car, circuit, origin and/ or residue.

Automatic emission of weighing by reading cards documents.

SIDEBAR  
Sidebar to open documents with fast click-through access.

Search old documents through several criteria. 
Available fields/mandatory depending on the document type definition.

▶ Price lists 

▶ Definition of articles type 

▶ Management of rates

▶ Customer validation,  
     vehicles  and works

▶ Accesses bye user groups 

▶ Configurable documents 

▶ Suspension of credits 

▶ Suggestion of customers

▶ Works management 

▶ Fixed navigation system  
    with  multiple views at once 

▶ Types of Documents  
 
▶ Preview of the values/rates

▶ Configurable Connection  
    the scale of serial interface 

▶ Operations about the     
    documents/ Transformation 

▶ Per user box sheet/section 

▶ Preview or reprinting of documents 

▶ Customer research and documents

▶ Resolution up to three customers 
 
▶ Automatic filter articles 
 
▶ Scanning module, configurable and  
    easy to use for all information

▶ Folder hierarchy definitions

▶ Integrated user management

▶ Centralized management and   
    separated by the application

▶ Configurable reports through free  
    editor

▶ Automatic sending of reports by 
    email

▶ Reliability   

▶ Flexibility

▶ Integration 

▶ Traceability of cost reduction

▶ Optimization

▶ Profitability

▶ Security
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